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Track-listing: 
 

 

1. Radio Of Aliens Intro (0:47) 
 

2. Spacebirds - Multiverse (5:15) 
 

3. Synth-Dimension - Digital Computer (6:03) 
 

4. Space Station - Deep Journey (6:01) 
 

5. Synthaurion - Guests From The Farthest End (6:46) 
 

6. Project A - The Rain (5:31) 
 

7. EugeneKha - Kasseopea (5:38) 
 

8. Magic Studio - Out Of The Blue (2:53) 
 

9. Spacebirds - Galactic Crossroads (7:10) 
 

10. Synthaurion - Rebelion (7:24) 
 

11. Magic Studio - The Sound Of Silence (5:18) 
 

12. Synth-Dimension - Race On The Time-Machine (5:31) 
 

13. Space Station - Transmission (5:23) 
 

14.    Radio Of Aliens Final (0:44) 
 
 

 



A R T I S T’ s: 
 
 
 
 
 
EUGENEKHA (Russia) 

Real name: Evgenij V. Kharitonov 
Poet and Musician, Writer, Sound and visual artist. Was born in 1969 in Moscow. Has got philological 
education, the author of numerous literary publications and many books, works in journalism. The 
publisher and the editor of magazine of literary and art avant-guard "Drugoe Polusharie/Another 
Hemisphere", audio-magazine of sound poetry and audio art "ARTronic Poetry", the curator of Festival of 
experimental art "Lapa Azora".  
In music is engaged from the middle 1980. In first half 80 was DJ and the dancer in the Moscow Disko-
theatre "Columb", since 1987 played different rock groups as the guitarist, the vocalist and the author of 
songs (bands: "The We",Kharitonov's Fuck Orchestra, Khram Snov). In the late nineties seriously was 
engaged sound poetry and audio-art. Acts with performances, has let out many audio-albums as sound 
poet, it was published in sound poetry magazines. The participant of many vanguard festivals and live 
performances. 
In 2000 has taken a great interest in electronic music, without adhering to any one direction.  Basic: 
EugeneKha (Various ambience music and intelligent electronic) and Evgenij V. Kharitonov (Sound art, 
soundscape, sound poetry, avant-garde sound). 
 
Please visit on EugeneKha Web: 

http://eugenekha.blogspot.com/ 
http://academia-f.narod.ru  
 
+ + + + + 
 

MAGIC STUDIO (Russia) 
Real Name: Anton Vlasov 
Magic Studio - Music Project from Russia. Was created by Anton Vlasov in 2004. All songs are written in 
the style of 80 years. The atmosphere of mystery and informality is present in the musical compositions 
of the project. 
 
Please visit on Magic studio Web: 

http://mystery-studio.blogspot.com/ 
http://www.magic-studio.tut.su 
 
+ + + + + 
 
PROJECT A (Russia) 
Real Name: Andrey Zaharichew  
Musical project Project A is based Zaharichew Andrey in 2007. Style of music is based for 80 years, and 
includes elements italo and euro disco. 
 
Please visit on Project-A Web: 
http://project-a.ucoz.ru/ 
 
+ + + + + 
 
SPACE STATION (Portugal) 
Real Name: Bernard lampreia  
Space Station is an combination of modern electronica / ambient / space and progressive music. The 
project started in 2006 by Bernard lampreia, Portuguese based, composer, producer and multi-
instrumentalist guitarist, keyboardist ,concentrating on electronic ,ambient space music and progressive 
rock styles, He started his musical life at age 9, at the Instituto Musical Victor Matono school . Had 
previous music experience playing the guitar and the keyboards on diverse music projects .bands and as 
a music producer before 1985 ,but also to be a song writer and keyboardist on the portuguese 



progressive rock band, (Antartida) . But a couple of years later, he discovered the electronic ambient 
space scene and he rapidly gained interest to learn the ways to produce this style of music. . Bernard 
Lampreia - has been a full time musician, composer, producer and writing music for portuguese TV-
commercials and interactive média. In 2007/2008 the music of Space station, airplays on Radioshows in 
(Portugal, Germany, Denmark, Spain and United States)...... Space station debut album will be released 
soon.....  
 
Please visit on Space Station Webs: 
http://www.myspace.com/spectum  
http://spacestationem.bandcamp.com/  
 
+++++ 
 
SPACEBIRDS 

Russian Sci-Fi Disco / Spacesynth / Synth-Pop and Electronic Music project. Concept Produced by 
EugeneKha. 
 
Please visit on Spacebirds Web: 

http://spacebirds-sounds.blogspot.com/ 
 
+ + + + + 
 
SYNTHAURION (Poland)  

Real name: Tomasz Mochol 
Synthaurion is a compound of two words - "synth" and a Greek word "aurion" which means tomorrow or 
morning. I translate it as a "synthesized future" or "synthesizer’s future". The meanings can vary, but this 
is like the unlimited Cosmos – still waiting for exploration and conquer. As far back as I can remember, I 
always had a strong interest in space and the future. And one day I listened to "Electro Based" by Laser 
Dance. That was like the love at first sight and it still last for more than twenty years. 
My adventure with the music composing started very unintentionally. I had never been interested in 
playing any instrument before I tried small toy keyboard my sister got for her birthday. Since than, my 
interest in composing and playing developed dramatically and remains till today. I try to write music in 
spacesynth genre, but I’m influenced by many electronic artists, so my music can varies from the main 
stream of that style. And I don’t mind, I think the strength of the music genre lies in the variety and 
richness of diversity of sounds and climates. Besides, my music is my springboard from the prose of life 
and the new dimension, full of mystery and nostalgia for infinity and unexplored Universe. 
 
Please visit on Synthaurion Webs: 

http://www.myspace.com/synthaurion  
http://www.jamendo.com/ru/artist/Synthaurion  
 
+++++ 
 
SYNTH-DIMENSION (Russia)  
Real name: Ruslan Bozhok) 
Synth-Dimension is creating music in instrumental electronica genre which combines the classic electronic 
sound of the 80-ties with the modern technology of sound. Synth Dimension is influenced by synthpop, 
italo disco, and spacesynth genres but at the same time is noted to be a lot more melodic.  
The leader of the project is Ruslan Bozhok, a professional composer and producer from Moscow, Russia. 
In the music that I create for Synth-Dimension project, I experiment more with the musical form and 
new sounds, and also to keep an eye on the melody and harmonies. Sometimes the inspiration for the 
music comes from a rhythm, and sometimes from a sound. It also happens that I have an image 
in my mind which is best described in music. In general, I think that the main thing is not the rhythm and 
not even the sounds, the main thing is the image! If the music does not have the image that 
is thoroughly “felt” and defined by the author, the listeners will not be able to relate to it.  
 
Please visit on Synth-Dimesion Web: 

http://www.synth-dimension.com/  
http://www.myspace.com/synthdimension  
 



 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

LASER VISA INFO: 
Laser Visa - independent and noncommercial network label entering into publishing group 

45RPM-Records. 
Our main focus is on the genres known as Spacepop, Disco/Nu-Disco, Italo Disco, Synth-Pop, 
Spacesynth, Cosmo Disco / Sci-Fi Disco, SciFi-Electronic, Synthdance, Hi-NRG, Electroclash, 

Eurodisco, Disco Rock, New Wave, which was popular in Europe during the 70-90's. 
 

Please visit on Laser Visa Web: 

http://laservisarec.blogspot.com/ 
 


